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Guests
President Jennifer opened the meeting
with her sweet smile as always!
Amanda is bringing in author Bryan
Stevenson, whose “Just Mercy” is a New
York Times Bestseller!
LeRoy Falcon reminded us of the reach
of Ralph Lane, a huge supporter of the
Y’s Summer Program.

Dr. Dale Robertson
Clinical Urologist

Today’s meeting was about Prostate Cancer. Local urologist, Dr. Dale
Robertson was our speaker. Although new to Gadsden, he has fit in nicely!
The good news is that there are many men walking around today who
are cancer free after treatment. Prostate cancer is a disease that affects men
only, and along with skin cancer, is by far the most common. There are
approximately two million men who count themselves cancer survivors.
From cutting edge robotics to more standard treatments, Clinical
Urology has a cross platform program to completely serve the patient here in
town. Our speakers over the last several weeks have shown us, without so
many words, that we can be diagnosed, treated and cured right here in our
home town. Clinical Urology surely is one of the gold standards in Gadsden
when it comes to the health field.
Great job, and welcome to Gadsden, Dr. Robertson!!!

Special thanks to our own Ron Higgins, ace stand-in reporter for the
photos and notes from this meeting. He did a great job after being surprised by
the new weird set up for the play!
So good to see the excitement that “Gadsden Reads” is generating. Our
Amanda Jackson does a great job!

